Abstract
Introduction
In a questionnaire survey concerning subjective outcomes such as life satisfaction, choices are often ordinally arranged. An ordered probit model can be used to statistically analyze the data on such ordinal choices. From the frequentist viewpoint, the ordered probit model can be estimated by using the maximum likelihood (ML) method.
1
On the other hand, posterior distributions play a central role in the Bayesian analysis. Recent developments in the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method enable us to sample unobservable parameters from their posterior distributions even if the models are complicated. Albert and Chib (1993) propose the Bayesian approach for the estimation of the ordered probit model by using the MCMC method. They use the latent variable representation for the estimation of ordered probit models. Cowles (1996) and Nandram and Chen (1996) propose sampling algorithms for the Bayesian ordered probit model that are more efficient than that of Albert and Chib (1993) . Further, Jeliazkov et al. (2008) review the identification and modeling problems in the ordered probit models.
This article proposes a Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model. Although Müller and Czado (2005) consider the Bayesian estimation of the autoregressive ordered probit model by adapting Liu and Sabatti's (2000) method, they do not deal with the dynamic panel data model. Our model uses the latent variable representation for ordinal choices, and the model for latent variable is a dynamic version of the Hausman and Taylor (1981) model. The dynamic panel data models with unobserved effects encounter a problem with respect to the initial conditions (Hsiao, 2003, Section 7.5) . Wooldridge (2005) proposes a general method for resolving this problem in dynamic panel models including the ordered probit model in the non-Bayesian framework. One of the contributions of this article is to provide the Bayesian estimation framework that formulates the initial conditions problem in dynamic panel models. According to Jeliazkov et al. (2008) , there are several kind of estimation algorithms for ordered probit models. Using the simulated data and the real data, this article compares the performances of estimation algorithms within the framework of Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model.
We apply the Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model to subjective well-being as a real data application.
2 The number of studies on well-being continue to increase and form a large amount of the literature.
3 One of the important issues in well-being studies is the choice of the sources of well-being, that is, selecting the explanatory variable of the well-being function (Frey and Stutzer, 2005, pp.213-217) . As we will describe in Section 5, based on the application of the dynamic ordered probit model to the data on young Japanese women, income and savings are shown to have positive effects on well-being, whereas marriage and labor force participation are shown to have negative effects.
The article proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we provide the Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model. Section 3 describes the alternative four algorithms for the estimation of the Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model. The comparisons among the four algorithms are provided in Section 4. Section 5 presents the empirical results of the application of the dynamic panel ordered probit model to subjective well-being, based on the micro-level survey data extracted from the Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSC), which is conducted by the Institute for Research on Household Economics. In Section 6, we provide a brief conclusion.
The Dynamic Panel Ordered Probit Model
In this section, we describe the Bayesian dynamic panel ordered probit model. Let y it denote the ordinal discrete response of individual i at time t for t = 0, 1, · · · , T and i = 1, · · · , n; that is, y it = c for c = 1, · · · , C, where t = 0 denotes an initial period. Further, let z it denote the latent variable of individual i at time t such that
where γ c is a cutoff point of ordinal response. We specify that
where the condition γ 1 = 0 is required to establish the identifiability of the cutoff parameters. 4 The latent variable z it is assumed to be determined by the following linear model:
′ is a vector of time-variant explanatory variables,
′ is a vector of cross-sectional time-invariant explanatory variables, α i is a random effect, β = (
′ , and δ 0 = (δ 01 , · · · , δ 0p ) ′ . 5 We assume that u it are independent and identically normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance, that is,
for i = 1, · · · , n, where "| · · · " denotes conditioning on the other unspecified variables in the equation.
To complete the Bayesian model, we introduce the prior distributions of the parameters (ϕ, β, δ, β 0 , δ 0 , α, γ),
We assume that the prior distribution of the vector of random effects α has a hierarchical structure.
6 The prior distributions are specified as follows:
Further, from Bayes' theorem, the joint posterior distribution can be written as follows:
where Jeliazkov et al. (2008) consider three algorithms for the univariate ordered probit model, that is to say, the algorithms based on Albert and Chib (1993) , Albert and Chib (2001) and Chen and Dey (2000) . It is known that the MCMC sample for the cutoff points by using the algorithm of Albert and Chib (1993) has high autocorrelation. To take care of this problem, Albert and Chib (2001) and Chen and Dey (2000) propose the algorithms for drawing the cutoff points by transforming them. Furthermore, Müller and Czado (2005) consider the Bayesian estimation of the autoregressive ordered probit model by adapting Liu and Sabatti's (2000) method. In this section, we extend these existing algorithms to the Bayesian dynamic ordered probit model.
Algorithms for the Estimation of the Bayesian Dynamic Panel Ordered Probit Model

Algorithm based on Albert and Chib (1993)
The prior distributions are specified as follows:
where 1 (·) is an indicator function and Gam(a, b) denotes a gamma distribution with parameters a, b. The algorithm of drawing the parameters in the dynamic panel ordered probit model based on the algorithm of Albert and Chib (1993) is as follows:
7
Algorithm 1:
7 The details of this sampling algorithm are provided in Appendix A.
for i = 1, · · · , 200, where the parameters and the variables are specified as:
The summary statistics of these variables are provided in Tables 1 and 2 . The MCMC simulation was run for 12,000 iterations with the thinning interval equal to 5; the first 2,000 samples were discarded as the burn-in period.
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The posterior results obtained thereafter are generated using Ox version 5.00 (Doornik, 2007) . Table 3 presents the posterior results for the estimation of ϕ, β 1 , δ 1 , β 01 , δ 01 , and γ. 12 In Table 3 , "95%CI" denotes the 95% credible interval. "CD" denotes the convergence diagnostic statistic proposed by Geweke (1992) .
13 The sixth column of Table 3 shows the p-values for CD. According to CD, Algorithm 1 does not exhibit good performances. ϕ in Algorithm 3 does not converge. By contrast, Algorithms 2 and 4 perform well according to CD. In the next section, we use Algorithms 2 and 4 for estimating the dynamic ordered probit model by using the real data.
Application to the Analysis of Life Satisfaction
Data
Our empirical analysis uses the micro-level survey data extracted from the Japanese Panel Survey of Consumers (JPSC), which is conducted by the Institute for Research on Household Economics. Since 1993, the survey has been administered to 1,500 women representative of the entire female population in the age range of 24-34 years in 1993. The JPSC data provide several measures of satisfaction pertaining to young women in Japan. This article employs the 6th wave (1998) to the 11th wave (2003) of JPSC data. From the above panel data, we select the data pertaining to women who responded to the question on life satisfaction over a period of 6 years from 1998 through 2003. Finally, the total number of recorded responses stood at 338. We use the following variables:
11 We obtained 12,000 samples by running 60,000 iterations and sampling one observation at every five iterations. After obtaining 12,000 samples, we discarded the first 2,000 samples.
12 The results of parameters in Algorithm 4 except for ϕ are those of the transformed parameters divided by σ.
13 CD can be defined as follows: for the given sequence {g(j) | j = 1, 2, · · · , ns}, if the sequence is stationary,
andŜ A (0) andŜ B (0) denote consistent spectral density estimates. In this numerical example, we set n A = 1, 000 and n B = 5, 000, and calculateŜ A (0) andŜ B (0) using Parzen windows with bandwidths of 100 and 500, respectively.
• ordinal dependent variables: lifesat (y, z)
• time-variant explanatory variables:
• cross-sectional time-invariant explanatory variables: age (w 1 ) and educ (w 2 ),
where lifesat denotes life satisfaction, for which the number of ordinal responses is C = 4; 14 married (x 1 ), a dummy variable that takes 1 if a respondent is married, and 0 otherwise; loginc (x 2 ), the logarithm of the previous year's per capita real annual household income (ten-thousand yen, base year = 2000); logsav (x 3 ), the logarithm of per capita real household savings (ten-thousand yen, base year = 2000); inwork (x 4 ), a dummy variable that takes 1 if a respondent is working, and 0 otherwise.
15 In addition, age (w 1 ) represents the age of the respondent in 1998; and educ (w 2 ), the years of education of the respondent. The summary statistics of these variables are provided in Tables 4  and 5 .
The estimated well-being functions are as follows:
where the initial period (t = 0) is year 1998.
Posterior results
The MCMC simulation was run for 30,000 iterations with the thinning interval equal to 5; the first 10,000 samples were discarded as the burn-in period.
16 Table 6 presents the posterior results for the estimation of ϕ, β, δ, β 0 , δ 0 , and γ.
17 According to the convergence diagnostic statistic (CD), parameters in Algorithm 4 except for ϕ, β 4 , β 01 , β 04 and γ 3 do not converge. By contrast, all parameters in Algorithm 2 converge. Therefore, we use the posterior results in Algorithm 2. The following points can be observed from the posterior results in Algorithm 2.
• According to the 95% credible interval, the lagged latent variable (z (−1) ) has a significantly positive effect on life satisfaction.
18
14 The number of ordinal categories of life satisfaction is originally C = 5, including "strongly dissatisfied," "dissatisfied," "moderately satisfied," "satisfied," and "strongly satisfied." However, since the frequency of "strongly dissatisfied" is small, this article combines two categories "strongly dissatisfied" and "dissatisfied" into a single category, "strongly dissatisfied and dissatisfied."
15 In the case of zero income or zero savings, we set loginc (x 2 ) or logsav (x 3 ) equal to 0. Further, we use the consumer price index as a deflator for constructing real variables. 16 We obtained 30,000 samples by running 150,000 iterations and sampling one observation at every five iterations. After obtaining 30,000 samples, we discarded the first 10,000 samples.
17 The results of parameters in Algorithm 4 except for ϕ are those of the transformed parameters divided by σ.
18 Here, the term "significant" is used if the 95% credible interval for a parameter does not include zero. See also Koop (2003, p.124 ).
• Two dummy variables, the marriage (married) and labor force participation dummies (inwork), have significantly negative effects on life satisfaction for t ≥ 1, but they are not significant at the initial period t = 0.
• Income (loginc) and savings (logsav) have significantly positive effects on life satisfaction for all the periods.
• The time-invariant explanatory variables (age and educ) are not significant for all the periods.
• Three cutoff points (γ 2 , γ 3 , and γ 4 ) are significantly estimated.
As in Wooldridge (2002, pp.505-506) , we are more interested in the response probabilities Pr(y it = c) than in the coefficient parameters themselves. Table  7 shows the posterior results for the partial effects of the explanatory variables on the response probabilities.
19 The following points can be observed from the posterior results in Table 7 .
• The convergence of the posterior distributions can be confirmed from the p-values for CD.
• z (−1) , married, loginc, logsav, and inwork have significantly partial effects on the response probabilities, but the partial effects of age and educ on the response probabilities are not significant.
• The lagged latent variable (z (−1) ) increases the probabilities Pr(y = 3) and Pr(y = 4) by 3.7 and 2.2 percent points, respectively; income (loginc) increases the probabilities Pr(y = 3) and Pr(y = 4) by 11.0 and 7.2 percent points, respectively; and savings (logsav) increases the probabilities Pr(y = 3) and Pr(y = 4) by 3.2 and 2.0 percent points, respectively. Therefore, income has the largest positive effect on life satisfaction in terms of the response probabilities.
• Per contra, the marriage dummy (married) decreases the probabilities Pr(y = 3) and Pr(y = 4) by 4.8 and 3.7 percent points, respectively. Further, the labor force participation dummy (inwork) decreases the probabilities Pr(y = 3) and Pr(y = 4) by 3.6 and 2.2 percent points, respectively. Therefore, marriage and labor force participation have negative effects on life satisfaction in terms of the response probabilities. The negative effect of marriage on life satisfaction contrasts with the findings of previous studies. 20 This may be attributable to the respondents of the sample. The respondents of the JPSC data are relatively young women, and most of the single women in the sample live with their parents. If young women do not live with their parents after marriage, the marriage would lead to a significant decline in single women's standard of living, which would decrease their life satisfaction.
Conclusion
This article proposed a Bayesian method for estimating the dynamic panel ordered probit model, which addressed the initial conditions problem, and compared the four alternative algorithms for the model. Our result of simulated data suggested that the algorithms using Liu and Sabatti's (2000) method and Chen and Dey (2000) perform well. In addition, this article provided the empirical results of the application of the dynamic ordered probit model to subjective well-being using the micro-level survey data obtained from the JPSC, which is conducted by the Institute for Research on Household Economics. The posterior results suggested that the algorithm using the Liu and Sabatti's method exhibits a better performance than that of Chen and Dey (2000) . Furthermore, as in Wooldridge (2002, pp.505-506) , we focused on the response probabilities of the ordered probit model rather than on the coefficient parameters themselves. The posterior results revealed that income and savings have positive effects on life satisfaction in terms of the response probabilities, whereas our posterior results showed that marriage and labor force participation have negative effects.
A Derivation of Algorithm 1 A.1 FCD of ϕ
The full conditional distribution (FCD) of ϕ is
We can utilize Damien and Walker's (2001) algorithm for sampling from a truncated normal distribution.
21
21 Using Damien and Walker's algorithm, we can sample ϕ from the following steps.
2. Introduce the latent variable y which has joint density with x given by
,
3. We have the following FCDs:
.
A.2 FCD of β
The FCD of β is
A.3 FCD of δ
The FCD of δ is
A.4 FCD of β 0
The FCD of β 0 is
A.5 FCD of δ 0
The FCD of δ 0 is
A.6 FCD of α
The FCD of α i is
A.7 FCD of µ
The FCD of µ is
A.8 FCD of τ
The FCD of τ −1 is
A.9 FCD of z 0
The FCD of z i0 is
A.10 FCD of z
The FCD of z it is
Further, the FCD of z iT is
A.11 FCD of γ
The FCD of γ c is
B Derivation of Algorithm 2
The FCDs of parameters are the same as those withβ = 0,δ = 0,β 0 = 0, δ 0 = 0,μ = 0 in Appendix A. Following Liu and Sabatti (2000) , we consider the generalized Gibbs sampler using the following scale group:
We define the left-Haar measure for Γ such as L(dg) = g −1 dg. Then, we have
Further, we have the following Jacobian:
Therefore the FCD of g is
Liu and Sabatti's algorithm
• Using usual Gibbs sampler, generate ϕ, β, δ, β 0 , δ 0 , α, µ, τ, γ, z, z 0 .
• Generate h from p(h| · · · ) and put g = √ h. Using g, implement the following update:
C Derivation of Algorithm 3
The FCDs of parameters are same as in Section A except for the FCD of γ. The FCD of γ is
where Φ(·) is the distribution function of the standard normal distribution and
Since the Jacobian of the transformation of γ to ζ is exp
, we have
We use the following Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm for generating ζ. We use a multivariate t distribution, Mt(ζ|ζ,Σ ζ , ν), as a proposal distribution for generating ζ, whereζ is the mode of p(ζ| · · · ) and
The M-H algorithm for generating ζ is as follows:
1. Let ζ (l) denote the value of ζ at the lth iteration.
2. At the (l + 1)th iteration, sample ζ p from Mt(ζ|ζ,Σ ζ , ν).
The transition probability from ζ
4. Generate u ∼ U(0, 1), the uniform distribution on (0, 1), and take
We can obtain γ from ζ using the equation
D Derivation of Algorithm 4 D.1 FCD of ϕ
The FCD of ϕ is ϕ| · · · ∼ N(φ,ω)1(ϕ∈ (−1,1) ),
D.2 FCD of β
D.3 FCD of δ
D.4 FCD of β 0
D.5 FCD of δ 0
D.6 FCD of α
D.7 FCD of µ
D.8 FCD of τ
D.11 FCD of z
D.12 Sampling Algorithm of γ
The FCD of γ is
Since the Jacobian of the transformation of γ to ζ is
We use the following Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm for generating ζ. We use a multivariate t distribution, Mt(ζ|ζ,Σ ζ , ν), as a proposal distribution for generating ζ, whereζ is the mode of p(ζ| · · · ),
and ν is the degrees of freedom. The M-H algorithm for generating ζ is as follows:
3. The transition probability from
E The Partial Effects of the Explanatory Variables on the Response Probabilities E.1 Algorithms 1-3
From (1) and (2), we have
where F (·) denotes the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. If an explanatory variable x (such as z i(t−1) , x itj , w ij ) is continuous, we obtain the following partial effect of this explanatory variable on the response probabilities by differentiating (11):
and for t = 0, i = 1, · · · , n, ∂ Pr(y i0 = c) ∂x
where β x is a coefficient of the explanatory variable x. From the posterior results of the Bayesian analysis, we can calculate the individual partial effects of the explanatory variables on response probabilities (12) and (13). Thereafter, we can average these individual effects. For example, the partial effects of z (−1) , x j , and w j on the response probabilities Pr(y = c) of 2 ≤ c ≤ C − 1 are as follows:
E.2 Algorithm 4
From (1) and (7), we have
If an explanatory variable x (such as z i(t−1) , x itj , w ij ) is continuous, we obtain the following partial effect of this explanatory variable on the response proba-bilities by differentiating (14):
and
where β x is a coefficient of the explanatory variable x. From the posterior results of the Bayesian analysis, we can calculate the individual partial effects of the explanatory variables on response probabilities (15) and (16). Thereafter, we can average these individual effects. For example, the partial effects of z (−1) , x j , and w j on the response probabilities Pr(y = c) of 2 ≤ c ≤ C − 1 are as follows:
E.3 For Discrete Variables
If an explanatory variable x is discrete, we can obtain the partial effect of x on the response probability Pr(y = c) by calculating the average of ∆ Pr(y = c) = Pr(y = c|x = x 0 + 1) − Pr(y = c|x = x 0 ). a: 'mean' and 'sd' denote the sample mean and sample standard deviation. 'min,' '50%' and 'max' denote the minimum value, median and maximum value.
b: The data of 'age' and 'educ' are obtained from Panel 6. b: 'CD' denotes the convergence diagnostic statistic of MCMC proposed by Geweke (1992) .
